Division Details

Division Data Summary

Research and Training Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Faculty</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Joint Appointment Faculty</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Research Fellows</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Research Students</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Support Personnel</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Annual Grant Support</td>
<td>$2,856,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Annual Industry Support</td>
<td>$49,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Reviewed Publications</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clinical Activities and Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Clinical Staff</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Clinical Fellows</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Other Students</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient Encounters</td>
<td>52,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient Encounters</td>
<td>16,010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant Accomplishments

Patient Safety

Led by one of our faculty, The Alliance for Radiation Safety in Pediatric Imaging was formed in 2007 to promote education and practice change to minimize the medical radiation exposure of children. The Alliance now involves more than 72 organizations, representing over 800,000 radiologists, radiological technologists, medical physicists, and others. Cincinnati Children’s radiology faculty is involved in expanding this initiative into all areas of diagnostic imaging. Continued research and development has led to a program that allows the optimization of CT dose and image quality for each child prior to the scan being performed. This program is being commercialized and promises to further improve pediatric radiation dose reduction across the country.

Ensuring that each patient undergoes the right imaging procedure is essential to safe and appropriate care. The “Right Patient, Right Exam” initiative sought to decrease inappropriate imaging from requisition errors. Through the efforts of our technologists and radiologists, more than 800 potential errors were caught and corrected.

Liver Imaging – Improving Diagnoses

Diseases of the liver are common in children, but accurate diagnoses sometimes require invasive procedures such as liver biopsy. Inflammatory processes and other liver diseases commonly result in irreversible fibrosis, which if detected early can be treated. Originally developed by researchers at the Mayo Clinic, MR Elastography is a non-invasive method that allows the quantification of hepatic fibrosis and inflammation. Cincinnati Children’s
is the first dedicated pediatric institution to perform MR Elastography, allowing non-invasive assessment of liver disease and monitoring of treatment without the need for biopsy.

In addition to MR elastography, Cincinnati Children’s Department of Radiology is the leader in the advanced imaging of focal liver lesions in children using a new liver-specific MR contrast agent, Eovist. The use of this new contrast agent has resulted in increased accuracy and confidence in the identification and characterization of liver lesions in children, resulting in improved cancer treatment and monitoring. Members of the Department of Radiology have published the two authoritative papers in the medical literature on the use of Eovist in pediatric liver tumor imaging.

**Interventional Radiology – Improving Outcomes**

Minimally invasive treatments using imaging to guide needles, catheters, and other instruments has become an essential part of pediatric medical care. Interventional radiology techniques help to minimize pain and morbidity, while delivering effective diagnostic and therapeutic care. Newer techniques can offer treatment options, where no effective therapies are available. One such area is in the treatment of refractory retinoblastoma, an aggressive tumor of the eye. If traditional treatment options fail, the only recourse is removal of the eye. In conjunction with members of the Cancer and Blood Diseases Institute, our Interventional Radiology team is performing highly selective ophthalmic artery infusion to deliver high doses of chemotherapy directly to the tumor, at levels that would be toxic to patients if given by traditional routes. Initial results show that this innovative therapy is effective and well-tolerated, and shows promise in effectively curing these children while preserving their vision.

**Division Highlights**

**Imaging Research Center**

Primary investigators in imaging received $1.8 million in new direct and indirect grant funding this year bringing the total of active imaging grants to $25 million. These funds support diverse research efforts including developing novel non-invasive tumor therapies, neuroimaging of behavioral disorders, and the imaging of familial cardiac disease. Additionally, we have proposed projects totaling $10.5 million in grant funding being reviewed for the coming fiscal year, indicating our expected growth and continued recognition of the value of our research activities to pediatric health.

**Pediatric Neuroimaging Research Consortium**

In 2011, Tzipi Horowitz-Kraus, Ph.D. joined the PNRC as a post-doctoral fellow supported by a Fulbright Scholarship. She completed her PhD at University of Haifa in Israel where she specialized in electrophysiological imaging with EEG as applied to children with developmental reading disorders. With her arrival in the PNRC, we have launched into a new area of research aimed at mapping deficits in the reading circuitry of the developing brain as well as testing interventions for reading disabilities and the influence of these interventions on the reading circuitry. This area of research interacts closely with the Communication Sciences Research Center at CCHMC as well as several clinical divisions at CCHMC and the University of Cincinnati.

**Interventional Radiology Animal Research Lab**

In May of 2011 we opened a new state-of-the art Interventional Radiology (IR) animal research lab, broadening the imaging capabilities of the Imaging Research Center (IRC). It is the first IR animal research facility of its kind in the world in a pediatric institution, and is intended to be an institution wide, multi-disciplinary resource to
develop and improve image guided treatment. Collaborative projects with surgery, cardiology, and nephrology have already been conducted, with more scheduled for the coming year. Additionally, the available resources have attracted interest from commercial research and development teams, bringing the latest innovations to CCHMC patients.

The Imaging Research Center has acquired a pre-clinical High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) unit. This system uses focused sound waves to precisely ablate tissue inside the body, without the need for a scalpel cut or needle puncture. Magnetic Resonance Imaging is used during HIFU ablation to monitor temperature changes and to verify tissue targets.

NICU MRI
A team of scientists and engineers in the Imaging Research Center created a new type of MR scanner that is small enough to be placed directly in the NICU. This 1.5 Tesla MR scanner employs the same strong magnetic field used in most Radiology departments, but has a footprint of only a few square feet. The Cincinnati team created the new scanner by converting a small-bore magnet designed for imaging adult orthopedics into one suitable for whole-body imaging of premature babies. They made extensive system changes and created new patient handling systems and RF coils that address the special needs of premature babies. The scanner is the only infant-sized MR scanner in the world housed within a NICU, and the only one specifically designed for infants. A successful pilot study was completed in the spring of 2012 and the scanner is now being used for clinical exams.

Honors and Awards

Gold Medal, The Society for Pediatric Radiology: Marilyn Goske

Service and Advocacy Award, CCHMC: Alex Towbin

Educational Achievement Award, CCHMC: Carl Merrow


Magna Cum Laude, Excellence in Design Award, RSNA: Merrow AC, Zbojniewicz AM, Laor T. Are you pulling my leg? Acute avulsion fractures of the pediatric knee.


Leveraging / Collaboration Award, FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health: Coreen Bell

Outstanding Clinical Research Professional, CCHMC: Penny New

Significant Publications
Wang, Y., Holland, S.K., and Vannest, J., Concordance of MEG and fMRI patterns in adolescents during verb
This paper describes a new method to bring the results of fMRI and MEG sources localization into alignment for a brain doing the same language task. It is the first quantitative description of the concordance between these neuroimaging modalities from a dynamic language task and sets the stage for building comprehensive computational models of connectivity in brain language networks using integrated fMRI and MEG data to provide optimal spatial and temporal resolution.


This paper pinpoints white matter regions in the brain that are most vulnerable to injury from congenital hydrocephalus. Quantitative methods are used with Diffusion Tensor Imaging to highlight regions in the corpus callosum, longitudinal fasciculus and other areas that show lasting changes in tissue integrity, even after shunt surgery. DTI may ultimately provide a biomarker to guide neurosurgeons decision making about when to implant a shut or when to revise one.


This paper describes how cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) and phosphorus-31 MR spectroscopy (31P MRS) can be used to assess markers of cardiac dysfunction in young Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) patients. The authors found that young patients with advanced CKD and normal Ejection Fraction have early cardiac changes. Association of these abnormalities with increased left ventricular mass (LVM) index suggests development of maladaptive hypertrophy.


This study found changes in cerebral blood following symptomatic sports related concussion, in the absence of demonstrable structural or metabolic alterations. Blood flow normalization followed a similar time course as symptom recovery, indicating that sports related concussive injury is primarily a physiologic injury.


Diagnostic imaging allows highly sensitive detection of a wide variety of pathologic conditions. Newer imaging techniques and contrast agents are now allowing greater diagnostic specificity as well. This paper discusses the imaging capabilities of a new hepatobiliary MRI contrast agent that allows more confident diagnoses of benign and malignant liver tumors, and has already become a reference standard for pediatric radiologists.

Division Publications

4. Allendorfer JB, Kissela BM, Holland SK, Szafiarski JP. Different patterns of language activation in post-


39. Bennett BL, Chua MS, Care M, Kachelmeyer A, Mahabee-Gittens M. *Retrospective review to determine the utility of follow-up skeletal surveys in child abuse evaluations when the initial skeletal survey is normal.* *BMC Res Notes.* 2011; 4:354.


Forman HP, Larson DB, Norbash A, Javitt MC, Beuchamp NJ, Jr., Monsees B, Messinger N. Masters of radiology panel discussion: encouraging and fostering mentorship--how we can ensure that no faculty member is left behind and that leaders do not fail. AJR Am J Roentgenol. 2011; 197:149-53.


2012:22.
2012:78.
312. Schapiro A, Racadio J, Kinnett D, Maugans T. **Combined C-arm fluoroscopy and C-arm cone beam computed tomography for the evaluation of patients with possible intrathcal baclofen delivery system malfunctions.** *Neurosurgery.* 2011; 69:ons27-33; discussion ons33.
314. Serai S, Towbin AJ, Podberesky DJ. **Non-contrast MRA using an inflow-enhanced, inversion recovery...**


369. Winter PM. **Advantages of a positive surface charge**. *Nanomedicine (Lond).* 2011; 6:1308.


371. Winter PM. **Improving the homogeneity of DNA patterning on microarrays**. *Nanomedicine (Lond).* 2011; 6:1306-7.


373. Winter PM. **Tuning of the drug delivery vehicle**. *Nanomedicine (Lond).* 2011; 6:1306.


387. Zbojniewicz AM. **Orthopedic Hardware and Complications**. *Diagnostic imaging. Pediatrics*. Salt Lake City,

Faculty, Staff, and Trainees

Faculty Members

Brian D. Coley, MD, Professor
  Leadership Director and Radiologist-in-Chief; Endowed Chair, The Frederic N. Silverman Chair for Pediatric Radiology
  Research Interests Ultrasound, imaging care delivery

Bernadette L. Koch, M.D., Professor
  Leadership Interim Radiologist-in-chief (7/1/11-8/1/11), Associate Director, Physician Services and Education; Associate Chief, Academic Affairs
  Research Interests Imaging the pediatric head and neck

Blaise V. Jones, MD, Professor
  Leadership Associate Chief, Clinical Services; Division Chief, Neuroradiology; Division Co-Chief, MRI
  Research Interests Brain neoplasms and cerebrovascular diseases

Todd A. Abruzzo, MD, Associate Professor
  Research Interests Cerebrovascular disease, childhood stroke, aneurysms, intra-arterial chemotherapies, vascular malformations, neurovascular interventions

Christopher G. Anton, MD, Assistant Professor
  Leadership Associate Director, Radiology Residency Program
  Research Interests Musculoskeletal diseases

Diane S. Babcock, MD, Professor Emerita

Williams S. Ball, MD, Professor
  Research Interests Childhood stroke, neoplasms, sickle cell disease, brain perfusion imaging

Alan S. Brody, MD, Professor
  Leadership Associate Director, Radiology Research; Chief, Division of Thoracic Imaging
Research Interests: Imaging of the chest in cystic fibrosis and in childhood diffuse lung disease. He directs the Center for Diagnostic Imaging of the Therapeutic Development Network.

Maria A. Calvo, MD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests: Fetal development and malformations including cloaca and other ano-rectal malformations, obstructive uropathy, skeletal dysplasias, vascular birthmarks, etc.

Marquerite M. Care, MD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests: Traumatic brain injury, child abuse, CT neuroimaging.

Kim M. Cecil, PhD, Professor
Research Interests: Application of MR spectroscopy and imaging in several populations by characterizing the features of inborn errors in metabolism, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), traumatic brain injury, and evaluating the effects of environmental neurotoxicants.

Eric J. Crotty, MD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests: Cardiothoracic radiology, specifically childhood interstitial lung disease and also resident education.

Mark DiFrancesco, PhD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests: Imaging structure and function of brain networks impacted by behavioral and disease-related challenges.

Charles L. Dumoulin, PhD, Professor
Leadership: Scientific Director, Imaging Research Center

Kathleen H. Emery, MD, Professor
Leadership: Division Co-Chief, MRI; Division Co-Chief. Musculoskeletal Imaging
Research Interests: Musculoskeletal imaging and sports medicine.

Robert J. Fleck, MD, Assistant Professor
Leadership: Division Chief, Cardiac MRI
Research Interests: CT and MR of the cardiopulmonary system.

Michael J. Gelfand, MD, Professor
Leadership: Division Chief, Nuclear Medicine
Research Interests: New applications of hybrid imaging (PET/CT, SPECT/CT, PET/MRI) in pediatrics, and radiation dose reduction in nuclear medicine and hybrid imaging.

Randy O. Giaquinto, Instructor
Research Interests: MR coil engineering.

Marilyn J. Goske, MD, Professor
Leadership: Chair, Educational Council; Endowed Chair, The Corning Benton Chair for Radiology Education
Research Interests: Radiation protection for children, communication of radiation risk to families, practice quality improvement related to imaging in children, patient care and communication.

Kathy J. Helton-Skally, MD, Assistant Professor

Scott Holland, PhD, Professor
Leadership Director, Pediatric Neuroimaging Research Consortium; Director, Communication Sciences Research Center

Research Interests Advanced neuroimaging applications of MRI in pediatrics with a concentration on functional MRI of language, hearing and computational models of neural connectivity

Neil D. Johnson, MD, Professor

Leadership Endowed Chair, The Neil D. Johnson Chair for Radiology Informatics; Medical Director, Vascular Access

Research Interests Interventional percutaneous image guided treatment of benign bone tumors such as Aneurysmal Bone Cyst and Osteoid Osteoma

Hee Kyung Kim, MD, Instructor

Research Interests Advanced MR techniques in pediatric MR studies, neuromuscular disease, and cartilage image

Beth M. Kline-Fath, MD, Associate Professor

Leadership Division Chief, Fetal Imaging

Research Interests Fetal MRI, fetal ultrasound and neuroimaging

Marcia Komlos, , Instructor

Research Interests Neuroradiology, education

Steven J. Kraus, MD, Associate Professor

Leadership Division Chief, Radiography and Fluoroscopy

Research Interests Gastrointestinal malformations

Kamlesh U. Kukreja, MD, Instructor

Research Interests Vascular interventions (Arterial and venous thrombolysis, IVC filters, renal artery angioplasty)

David Larson, MD, Associate Professor

Leadership Chief, Quality Improvement; Endowed Chair, The Janet L. Strife Chair for Radiology Quality & Safety

Research Interests Healthcare Quality Improvement, patient safety, CT dose reduction and image optimization

Tal Laor, MD, Professor

Leadership Division Co-Chief Musculoskeletal Imaging; Endowed Chair, The William S. Ball Chair for Radiology Research

Research Interests Skeletal injuries to the child, congenital abnormalities, and normal and abnormal bone growth and development

James L. Leach, MD, Associate Professor

Research Interests Epilepsy, functional MRI, neoplasms, cerebrovascular disease, brain perfusion imaging, diffusion imaging and image fusion

Greg Lee, PhD, Assistant Professor

Research Interests High-speed MR imaging

Diana Lindquist, PhD, Assistant Professor

Research Interests Metabolic effects of drugs used to treat psychiatric illness

Yu Li, PhD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests  Technological development and clinical applications of high speed MR imaging and spectroscopy including RF coil array technology for clinical MRI

Carl (Arnold) Merrow, Jr, M.D., Assistant Professor  
Research Interests  Pediatric musculoskeletal and fetal imaging including musculoskeletal neoplasms and vascular lesions, and rheumatologic imaging

Michael P. Nasser, MD, Assistant Professor  
Research Interests  Pediatric musculoskeletal and fetal imaging including musculoskeletal neoplasms and vascular lesions, and rheumatologic imaging

Alan E. Oestreich, MD, Professor  
Research Interests  Musculoskeletal plain imaging; bone dysplasias; metabolic bone disease; umbilical vein catheterization; postgastric magnetopathy; sequential perception

Sara M. O'Hara, MD, Professor  
Leadership Division Chief, Ultrasound  
Research Interests  Cutting edge ultrasound techniques and equipment, genitourinary imaging, and newborn imaging

Manish N. Patel, MD, Assistant Professor  
Research Interests  Diagnosis and treatment of vascular malformation, pediatric PICC placement, and pre-operative evaluation of patient with anorectal malformation

Daniel J. Podberesky, MD, Assistant Professor  
Leadership Division Chief, Thoraco-Abdominal Imaging  
Research Interests  Optimization of CT radiation dose and image quality, advanced CT and MR gastrointestinal tract

John M. Racadio, MD, Professor  
Leadership Division Chief, Interventional Radiology; Director IR Research Lab  
Research Interests  Viral oncolytic therapy, 3D image fusion and intervention and radiation safety

Mantosh Rattan, MD, Assistant Professor  
Research Interests  Thoracic imaging, neonatal abdominal MRI

Susan E. Sharp, MD, Assistant Professor  
Research Interests  Pediatric nuclear medicine, focusing on SPECT/CT and PET/CT.

Keith Strauss, Assistant Professor  
Leadership Clinical Imaging Physicist  
Research Interests  Radiation dose reduction, image optimization

Jean Tkach, PhD, Associate Professor  
Research Interests  Development, implementation and optimization of neonatal MRI acquisition techniques

Alexander J. Towbin, MD, Associate Professor  
Leadership Director, Radiology Informatics  
Research Interests  Radiology informatics; cancer imaging and abdominal imaging

Daniel B. Wallihan, MD, Assistant Professor  
Research Interests  Cardiovascular imaging and education

Janaka Wansapura, PhD, Associate Professor  
Research Interests  MR imaging of familial cardiomyopathy in human and in transgenic animal models; vascular compliance, MR guided thermo-therapy and fat/water decomposition
Patrick Winter, PhD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests Molecular imaging of cancer and cardiovascular disease, multi-nuclear imaging and spectroscopy, tracking USPIO labeled cell migration, and activatable MRI contrast agents

Weihong Yuan, PhD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests Diffusion tensor imaging in clinical and experimental hydrocephalus and application of various imaging techniques in children with traumatic brain injury, epilepsy and other neurological disorders

Andrew M. Zbojnewicz, MD, Assistant Professor
Research Interests Musculoskeletal imaging, US-guided therapy

Joint Appointment Faculty Members
Michael Taylor, MD, Assistant Professor (Cardiology)
Research Interests Cardiovascular imaging

Jennifer J. Vannest, PhD, Assistant Professor (Neurology)
Research Interests Neuroimaging of language development and language function in neurological disorders

Clinical Staff Members
- Suraj Serai, PhD,
  Clinical MR Physicist

Trainees
- Marlene J. Baumann, MD, PL7, Sunny Upstate Medical University Hospital, Syracuse, NY
- Kelly R. Dietz, MD, PL6, University of Minnesota Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN
- Shelby Fierke, MD, PL6, Baylor University Medical Center, Dallas, TX
- Jennifer H. Johnston, MD, PL6, Tulane University School of Medicine, New Orleans, LA
- Michael A. Murati, MD, PL6, University of Minnesota Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN
- Mittun C. Patel, MD, PL6, Scott and White Memorial Hospital, Temple, TX
- Francis R. Pianki, DO, PL6, Grandview Hospital, Dayton, OH
- Andrew T. Trout, MD, PL6, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
- Lily L. Wang, MD, PL7, Prince of Wales/Sydney Children’s Hospitals, Randwick, Australia
- Shannon N. Zingula, MD, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN

Division Collaboration
Radiology; Oncology; Pediatric Ophthalmology; Pharmacy » T. Abruzzo, MD, J. Leach, MD, B. Jones, MD, J. Perentesis, MD, R. Nagarajan, MD, L. Wagner, MD, D. Adams, MD, T. Cripe, MD, M. Absalon, MD, B. Weiss, MD, M. O’Brien, T. Hummell, MD, M. Fouladi, MD, C Philips, MD, C. West, MD, and C. Lambert, MD
  A Pilot study of intra-ophthalmic artery topotecan infusion for patients with retinoblastoma for which ocular enucleation remains the only standard treatment option.

Radiology; Nephrology; Neurosurgery » K. O’Brien, JL. Leach, MD, B. Jones, MD, J. Bissler, MD, M. Zuccarello, MD, and TA Abruzzo, MD
  Calcifications associated with pediatric intracranial arterial aneurysms: Incidence and correlation with pathogenetic subtypes

Radiology; Hematology/Oncology; Anesthesia » TA. Abruzzo, MD, M. Patino, MD, J. Leach, MD, R. Rahme, MD, and J. Geller, MD
  Cerebral vasoconstriction triggered by sympathomimetic drugs: Relevations of cerebral angiography during
intra-arterial chemotherapy for retinoblastoma

Radiology; Neurology; Neurosurgery » R. Rahme, MD, L. Jimenez, MD, OM, Adeoye, MD, K. Alwell, MD, CJ. Mooomaw, MD, J. Khoury, MD, TA. Abruzzo, MD, AJ Ringer, MD, D. Kleindorfer, MD, and BM. Kissela, MD

*Malignant MCA territory infarction in the pediatric population: subgroup analysis of the Greater Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky Stroke Study*

Radiology; Pulmonary; Pathology » A. Brody, MD, L. Young, MD, and T. Boyd, MD

Childhood Interstitial Lung Disease

Radiology; Nephrology and Hypertension » A. Brody, MD and J. Bissler, MD

Renal Angiomyolipomas

Radiology; Otolaryngology » A. Brody, MD, B. Hopkins, MD, and B. Koch, MD

Diagnostic capability of airway in croup and bacterial tracheitis

Radiology; Pulmonary » A. Brody, MD, L. Young, MD, and M. Rattan, MD

TSC-LAM Study

Radiology; Pulmonary » A. Brody and R. Amin

Randomized controlled study of sildenafil in children and young adults with mild to moderate cystic fibrosis lung disease

Radiology; Hematology » A. Brody and K. Kalinyak

Role of Placenta Growth Factor in Sickle Acute Chest Syndrome

Radiology; Hospital Medicine » A. Brody and L. Ambrogiio

Diagnostic Tools for Detecting Pneumonia in Children

Radiology; Pulmonary » A. Brody, R. Amin, and R. Fleck

Pilot Study of Cardiac MRI to Assess Pulmonary Perfusion and Pulmonary Hemodynamics in Patients with Cystic Fibrosis

Radiology; Bone Marrow Transplantation » A. Brody and S. Davies

Computed Tomography Induced DNA Double-Stranded Breaks Formation and Subsequent Repair as a Marker of Radiation Sensitivity

Radiology; Behavioral Medicine and Clinical Psychology » A. Brody, MD and S. Powers, MD

HRCT & Growth in preschoolers receiving behavioral and nutrition treatment

Radiology; Gastroenterology » A. Brody, MD and J. Franciosi, MD

A phase 2, open-label, multicenter study to assess the safety and efficacy of certolizumab pegol in children and adolescents with active Crohn's disease

Radiology; Fetal Surgery » MA. Calvo, BM. Kline-Fath, C. Bitters, AC. Merrow, C. Guimaraes, and FY. Lim

Prenatal imaging of amniotic band sequence: utility and role of fetal MRI as an adjunct to prenatal US

Radiology; Surgery; Fetal Care Center » A. Bischoff, MA. Calvo-Garcia, N. Baregamian, MA Levitt, FY. Lim, J. Hall, and P. Alberto

Prenatal counseling for cloaca and cloacal extrophy - challenges faced by pediatric surgeons

Radiology; Surgery; Fetal Care Center » MA. Calvo, BM Kline-Fath, MA Levitt, FY Lim, LE. Linam, MN Patel, S. Kraus, TM Cromblehomme, and A. Pena

Fetal MRI clues to diagnose cloacal malformations

Radiology Imaging Research; General and Community Based Pediatrics » K. Cecil, PhD and K. Yolton, PhD

Environmental Toxicants & Imaging in a Birth Cohort
Radiology Imaging Research; Neurology » K. Cecil, PhD and D. Gilbert, MD
Anomalous Motor Physiology in ADHD

Radiology Imaging Research; Radiology; Neurology » K. Cecil, PhD, M. Care, MD, and D. Franz, MD
Everolimus Therapy of Giant Cell Astrocytomas in Patients with Tuberous Sclerosis Complex

Radiology Imaging Research; Radiology; Gastroenterology and Hepatology and Nutrition » K. Cecil, PhD, W.S. Ball, Jr., MD, and J. Heubi, MD
Rare Disease Clinical Research Network: Smith-Lemli-Opitz Syndrome: A Longitudinal Study of Patients
Receiving Cholesterol Supplementation: Sterol and Isoprenoid Research Consortium

Radiology Imaging Research; Neurology » K. Cecil, PhD, D. Lindquist, PhD, J. Clark, PhD, and T. DeGrauw, MD
Treatment of Creatine Transporter Deficiency

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Radiology; Gastroenterology and Hepatology ; Nutrition » K. Cecil, PhD, D. Podberersky, MD, and S. Zanthakos, MD
NASH Network: Cysteamine bitartrate delayed-release for the treatment of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) in children (CyNCH) Trial

Radiology Imaging Research; Behavioral Medicine and Clinical Psychology » M. Difrancesco, PhD and D. Beebe, MD
fMRI study of sleep deprivation in teens

Radiology Imaging Research; Rheumatology » M. Difrancesco, PhD and H. Brunner, MD
fMRI/DTI study of neuropsychiatric lupus

Radiology Imaging Research; Child Psychiatry » M. Difrancesco, PhD and E. Harris, MD
fMRI/TMS study of OCD

Radiology Imaging Research; Pulmonary Medicine » M. Difrancesco, PhD and R. Amin, MD
fMRI/DTI study of the baroreflex and blood pressure control

Radiology Imaging Research; Anesthesia » M. Difrancesco, PhD, M. Konig, MD, and J. Leach, MD
Study of anesthesia impact on BOLD effect

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Heart Institute » C. Dumoulin, PhD, R. Giaquinto, and M. Taylor, PhD, MD
Constructing new pediatric cardiac MR imaging coils

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Heart Institute » C. Dumoulin, PhD, T. Knilans, MD, and J. Towbin, MD
Developing MR guided electrophysiology

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Perinatal Institute » C. Dumoulin, PhD, J. Tkach, PhD, J. Whitsett, MD, J. Greenberg, MD, N. Hillman, M. Ikegami, A. Jobe, S. Kallapur, and S. Merher
Delivery of the first ONI MR scanner and animal study under a developmental biology protocol for neonatal sheep (N-12)

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Perinatal Institute » C. Dumoulin, PhD, J. Tkach, PhD, B. Haberman, MD, W. Brady, and S. Merhar, MD
Installation of MRI scanner inside the NICU

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Pulmonary Medicine » C. Dumoulin, PhD and R. Amin, MD
Recruitment of senior imaging faculty member to focus on pulmonary imaging. Expansion of business plan to include commitments from Radiology, Pediatrics, and Perinatal Institute

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Oncology » C. Dumoulin, PhD and J. Perentesis, MD
Created business plan to bring clinical HIFU equipment and new faculty to the institution
Radiology Imaging Research Center; Oncology » C. Dumoulin, PhD, M. DiFrancesco, PhD, and J. Perentesis, MD
Proton therapy task force for CCHMC for providing recommendations regarding technical aspects of this new therapy

Radiology Imaging Research Center; Nephrology » C. Dumoulin, PhD, Y. Li, PhD, J. Wanaspura, PhD, and J. Bissler, MD
Novel uses of high intensity focused ultrasound in the treatment of preclinical models of angiomyolipomas associated with tuberous sclerosis complex

Radiology; Cardiology » R. Fleck, MD, J. Wansapura, PhD, M. Taylor, MD, K. Hor, MD, D. Benson, MD, and L. Cripe, MD
Cardiac MRI research

Radiology; Pulmonary Medicine » R. Fleck, MD, J. Wansapura, PhD, S. Serai, PhD, R. Amin, MD, and Dr. McPhall
MR imaging research in cystic fibrosis and congenital muscular dystrophy

Radiology; Endocrinology » R. Fleck, MD and I. Little-Gutmark, MD
MR Imaging and modeling of the airway in Turner's Syndrome

Radiology; Pulmonary Medicine; Otolaryngology; Surgery; Genetics; Plastics; DDBP; Outcomes Research and Administration » R. Fleck, R. Amin, MD, M. Rutter, MD, R. Cotton, MD, S. Shott, MD, H. Billmire, MD, H. Saal, MD, S. Oppenheimer, MD, and M. Seid, MD
Upper airway Steering Center Development Team

Radiology; Neurology » M. Gelfand, MD, K. Holland, MD, K. Lee, MD, and D. Rose, MD
Evaluation and improvement of localization of epileptogenic foci in patients with intractable seizures

Radiology; Hematology-Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD and J. Palumbo, MD
PET with non-imaging CT in Langerhans cell histiocytosis (and additional localization CT as needed) to substantially reduce effective dose

Radiology; Hematology-Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD, R. Dasgupta, MD, and L. Wagner, MD
Lymphoscintigraphy with SPECT for sentinel node localization in soft tissue sarcomas

Radiology; UC Radiation Safety; UC Radiation Physics; Hematology/Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD, V. Morris, MS, L. Lemen, PhD, B. Tarpin, MD, and B. Weiss, MD
Reduction of personnel dose in administration of I-13-MIBG by measurement of dose from each step of the radiopharmaceutical administration

Radiology; Hematology-Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD, B. Weiss, MD, and S. Sharp, MD
I-131-MIBG therapy in neuroblastoma

Radiology; Hematology-Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD and T. Cripe, MD
PET/CT imaging in bone sarcomas after limb salvage surgery

Radiology; Hematology-Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD, T. Cripe, MD, S. Sharp, MD, and A. Durrani, MD
Changes on PET and CT imaging after limb salvage surgery for bone tumors

Radiology; Orthopedics » M. Gelfand, MD and C. Mehlman, MD
SPECT in patients with back pain

Radiology; Hematology-Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD and M. O’Brien, MD
Retrospective study of children with primary bone lymphomas

Radiology; Hematology/Oncology; Pulmonary; Gastroenterology » N. Yazigi, MD, L. Young, MD, J. Blessing, MD, M. Gelfand, MD, and S. Sharp, MD
PET imaging findings in lymphoproliferative diseases

Radiology; Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD, S. Sharp, MD, and M. Absalon, MD
Dose reduction in follow-up PET/CT imaging of lymphoma: When does localization CT actually provide additional diagnostic information?

Radiology; Oncology » M. Gelfand, MD, S. Sharp, MD, J. Geller, MD, and M. Fouladi, MD
Fluro-Dopa PET imaging of brain tumors in children

Radiology; Medical Affairs/Pediatrics » M. Goske, MD and K. Mandel, MD
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Dynamic Computational Modeling of Obstructive Sleep Apnea in Down Syndrome
National Institutes of Health
R01 HL 105206  9/17/2010-8/31/2014  $759,075

HOLLAND, S
fMRI of Language Recovery Following Stroke in Adults
National Institutes of Health(University of Cincinnati)
R01 NS 048281  09/30/08-07/31/13  $26,334
Pediatric Functional Neuroimaging Research Network
National Institutes of Health
HHSN275200900018C  09/28/09-09/27/14  $1,060,341

Post-stroke Aphasia and rTMS Treatment (PART) Study
National Institutes of Health(University of Cincinnati)
R01 HD 068488  01/02/12-12/31/16  $58,243
Reading Fluency Training in Grade 4 and Reading and Writing Fluency Training in Grade 5
US-Israel Binational Science Foundation
09/01/11-08/31/13  $22,719

LI, Y
Non-Invasive MR-Guided HIFU Therapy of TSC-Associated Renal Angiomyolipomas
Department of Defense
W81XWH1110299  07/01/11-07/31/13  $49,287

LINDQUIST, D
Epigenetics of Lead Toxicity in Mouse Brain
National Institutes of Health(University of Cincinnati)
R21 ES 020048  06/09/11-05/31/13  $69,850

WANSAPURA, J
Cardiac Structure and Function in Early Familial Cardiomyopathy
National Institutes of Health
K25 HL 102244  04/15/10-03/31/15  $134,873

WINTER, P
Monitoring Tissue Oxygenation and Angiogenic Therapy in PAD with Perfluorocarbon Nanoparticles
American Heart Association
07/01/10-06/30/12  $65,000

YUAN, W / MANGANO, F
Longitudinal DTI study in Children Treated for Congenital Hydrocephalus
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